The bestselling celebration of Italy’s
language, culture, and greatest art:
THE ART OF LIVING
If you love Italy, you’ll love learning about its
language. If you come from an Italian family, you’ll
discover more about your heritage. If you’re studying
Italian, you’ll find a new perspective that takes you
beyond vocabulary and grammar. If you’re traveling
to Italy, you’ll appreciate more about the people
you meet and the places you visit. And if you’re an
armchair adventurer—well, buckle your seat belt!
“A charming love letter to the language and culture of Italy.”
—Publishers Weekly

“A lovely and humorous account of one
person’s love with a particular language.”
—Chicago Tribune

“There are affordable means to indulge a passion
for all things Italian. Among them: getting a copy
of Dianne Hales’s wonderful new book.”
—San Francisco Chronicle

“A wonderful journey of all things Italian rolled up
in an enjoyable history lesson. Don’t be a brutta figura!
Go now and buy it!”
—ComUNICO, the national UNICO newsletter

A Broadway Books hardcover
ISBN: 978-0-7679-2769-7

“Dianne taught me my own language...What a bella figura,
thanks to La Bella Lingua! Molte grazie, Signora Hales.”

Also available as an eBook

—Beppe Severgnini, author of Bella Figura and Ciao America!

Available now wherever books are sold

“I thoroughly enjoyed reading La Bella Lingua, which
not only made me smile, and of course feel so much at
home, but also, thanks to your incredible amount of
research, taught me a lot about my own culture!

www.BecomingItalian.com
Examination copies are available for
instructors for a fee of $3.00 per paperback.
To order using a credit card, go to
www.randomhouse.com/academic/examcopy.

—Berardo Paradiso, President, Italian-American Committee on Education

“Teachers of the language and anyone who shares the
author’s love of Italian will enjoy this book … Ms. Hales
is an experienced journalist who takes the reader on a voyage
of discovery and along the way she shares her admiration,
occasional frustration, and always her humor.”
—Alfred Valentini, Utica College

